The temporal interplay between conscious and unconscious perceptual streams.
An optimal correspondence of temporal information between the physical world and our perceptual world is important for survival. In the current study, we demonstrate a novel temporal illusion in which the cause of a perceptual event is perceived after the event itself. We used a paradigm referred to as motion-induced blindness (MIB), in which a static visual target presented on a constantly rotating background disappears and reappears from awareness periodically, with the dynamic characteristics of bistable perception. A sudden stimulus onset (e.g., a flash) presented during a period of perceptual suppression (i.e., during MIB) is known to trigger the almost instantaneous reappearance of the suppressed target. Surprisingly, however, we report here that although the sudden flash is the cause of the static target's reappearance (the corresponding effect), it is systematically perceived as occurring after this reappearance. Further investigation revealed that this illusory temporal reversal is caused by an approximately 100 ms advantage for the unconscious representation of the perceptually suppressed target to access consciousness, as compared to the newly presented flash. This new temporal illusion therefore reveals the normally hidden delays in bringing new visual events to awareness.